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We describe a new technique for double-quantum excitation in
magic-angle-spinning NMR of powdered solids. The technique is
designed to efficiently excite double-quantum coherence in the
vicinity of a rotational resonance condition. The offset from rota-
tional resonance allows the double-quantum filtered signals to be
observed with high resolution and sensitivity. The method uses
rotational excitation of zero-quantum coherence, assisted by ra-
diofrequency pulse cycles. The zero-quantum coherence is con-
verted into double-quantum coherence by a frequency-selective
inversion sequence. Experiments on [13C2,

15N]-glycine demon-
trate a double-quantum filtering efficiency of .41% at a sample

rotation frequency of 8.300 kHz, which is 1.600 kHz away from the
n 5 1 rotational resonance. We achieve 32% double-quantum
filtering efficiency at a spinning frequency of 9.250 kHz, which is
2.550 kHz away from rotational resonance. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: multiple-quantum coherence; double-quantum co-
erence; zero-quantum coherence; rotational resonance; spin ech-
es; magic-angle spinning.

INTRODUCTION

Several methods have been proposed for excitation of
ble-quantum coherence in powdered solids under magic-
spinning (1–10). These methods have been employed in
context of internuclear distance estimations (1–8, 11) and in
the determination of molecular torsional angles (12–18). Most
of these schemes employ intense radiofrequency (RF) irr
tion at the Larmor frequency of the recoupled spin specie
most cases, a strong decoupling field must also be ap
simultaneously at the Larmor frequency of a second
species (commonly protons). The RF field amplitudes are
proportional to the sample rotation frequency, making dou
quantum excitation difficult at high spinning frequencies du
limited probe performance. In systems with large internuc
distances, long double-quantum excitation and reconve
intervals are necessary and the efficiency is degraded by
imperfections.

Recently we presented a technique (19) for excitation o
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double-quantum coherence exploiting rotational reson
(20–28). This method uses zero-quantum coherences w

re mechanically excited by the sample rotation. The mec
cally excited zero-quantum coherences are converted
ouble-quantum coherences by frequency-selective spin
ion. The method has been shown to be very effective, ev
olecular systems with a fairly large internuclear dista

19). The technique has also been applied to systems of
han two spins (29). However, the overall signal amplitude
his experiment is degraded by the necessity of acquirin
MR signals under rotational resonance conditions. The s

ral peaks are broadened or split by the homonuclear dip
ipole couplings (20–27).
In this article, we show that it is possible to achieve

hanical excitation of zero-quantum coherence, and hence
le-quantum coherence, at a spinning frequency which is
laced from rotational resonance. This is done by manipul

he zero-quantum dynamics of the coupled spins by inse
F cycles, as in the rotational resonance echo sch

30, 31). Most of the spin evolution is still performed witho
applied RF fields, reducing problems associated with pr
decoupling. At the same time, the signal detection is perfo
off rotational resonance, which improves the resolution
sensitivity.

We present results on [13C2,
15N]-glycine, spinning at 8.30

kHz in a field of 4.7 T, which is 1.700 kHz away from then 5
rotational resonance (6.700 kHz). The experimental do

uantum excitation efficiency at this spinning frequency
41%. At a sample rotation frequency ofvr/2p 5 9.250 kHz
hich is 2.650 kHz away from then 5 1 rotational resonanc
e achieve.32% double-quantum excitation efficiency

he same sample.

PULSE SEQUENCES

The pulse sequences in Fig. 1 are suitable for dou
quantum excitation in the magic-angle spinning (MAS)
powdered solids containing isolated pairs of spin-1/2 nu
The top row I denotes RF fields applied at the Larmor

uency of the abundant spin species, commonly protons
ows a and b represent two alternative schemes applied
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239DOUBLE-QUANTUM EXCITATION OFF ROTATIONAL RESONANCE
Larmor frequency of the diluteS-spins, typically 13C or 31P
nuclei. Scheme a is used relatively close to rotational r
nance, while scheme b may be used further away from
tional resonance (see below). The appropriate choice of
ning frequency for these two schemes is discussed u
Theory. The bottom row is a coherence transfer path
diagram for theS-spins.

The symbolsf1 . . . f6, frec denote the overall RF phases
pulse sequence blocks. The symbolfdig denotes the postdig-
tization phase shift (32). All of these symbols take into accou
he sign of the Larmor frequency and the mixing scheme o
F signals, as discussed in Refs. (32, 33).
The pulse sequences start by ramped cross-polarizatio34)

with phasef 5 0 to achieve enhanced transverseS-spin
magnetization along thex axis of the rotating reference fram
Free precession of transverse magnetization occurs und
subsequent delayd. If the spectrometer reference frequenc
set to the mean of the two isotropic shift frequencies,vref 5
1
2 (v j

iso 1 v k
iso) and the delay is given byd 5 up/(v j

iso 2 v k
iso)u,

the p/2-pulse generates longitudinal difference magnetiza
i.e., positivez magnetization for one of the two coupled s

nd negativez magnetization for the other. This seque
eglects chemical shift anisotropy. If the chemical shift an
opy is considerable, other sequences could be employe
tead (35, 36).
Mechanical excitation of zero-quantum coherence is ac

lished in the following intervaltexc. In Fig. 1a, the intervaltexc

is interrupted by a short RF sequence, denoted C. T
sequence is composed of two pulses of equal duration, bu
opposite RF phases. The total duration of the sequen
depends on the sample rotation frequencyvr and the close
rotational resonance condition. If the spinning frequenc
close to the first-order rotational resonance (uv iso 2 v isou .

FIG. 1. Pulse sequences for the off rotational resonance excitati
double-quantum coherence and associated coherence transfer pathw
gram.
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vr), then the duration of C is set to one-half of a rotatio
period,tC 5 tr/2, wheretr 5 u2p/vru.

Ideally, the C sequence acts as acycle,meaning that it leave
he spins unperturbed if all interactions other than the RF
re neglected (37). Since the cycle has a finite duration,
rientation of the rotating sample is different before and

he cycle, which causes modified spin dynamics in the su
uent interval. This idea has been used before to excite

ional resonance echoes (30, 31) and for sideband suppress
38).

The purpose of the C sequence in this experiment is to
he excitation of zero-quantum coherence. In Fig. 1a,
nterval texc is divided into two intervals,t, separated by
single C element of durationtC (Fig. 2).The optimum value o
texc is determined by the effective dipole–dipole coup
between the two spins,Sj and Sk, and the sample rotatio
frequency,vr, as discussed below.

After the zero-quantum excitation delaytexc, two p/2-pulses
with phasesf 5 0 andf 5 p/2, follow with an intermediat
delayd. This two-pulse sequence selectively rotates the s
in one of the sites byp, converting the zero-quantum coh
ence into double-quantum coherence.

After a short delayD, double-quantum coherence is c
verted back into zero-quantum coherence by a similar
pulse sequence. The delayD is adjusted such that the inter
between timepoint④ and timepoint⑥ is an integer number
rotor periods.

The following intervaltexc, including the C sequence, co-
verts the zero-quantum coherence back into a state of lon
dinal difference magnetization. The lastp/2-pulse generate
transverse magnetization, which is observed in the intervt 2.

A strong 1H decoupler field is employed throughout
double-quantum excitation and reconversion sequence.
experiments described here, we employed a TPPM modu
scheme (39) in order to improve the quality of the decouplin

The sequence in Fig. 1b is designed to operate at a sa
rotation frequency farther away from the rotational reson
condition. Both intervalstexc are divided into three subinte-
als, each of durationt, separated by two C elements. T

FIG. 2. Expansion of the intervalt in Fig. 1a.
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240 KARLSSON ET AL.
duration of the C elements is chosen in the same way as f
sequence in Fig. 1a.

The signal passing through double-quantum coheren
time point ⑤ is collected by cycling the phases of the pu
equence blocks according to standard procedures (40). The

phases of the pulse sequence blocksf1, f2, . . . ,f6 and the RF
receiver phasefrec are cycled according to

f1 5 f 1
0 1

2pm

n1

fp 5 f p
0 1

2p

np
floor S m

n1n2. . .np21
D , ~for 2 # p # 6!

f rec 5
2pm

4
, [1]

where the function floor (x) returns the largest integer n
greater thanx. Herem is the transient counter,m 5 0, 1, . . .
ntot 2 1, wherentot is the number of transients in a compl
phasecycle,ntot 5 n1n2n3n4n5n6. In the present case, t
cycling parameters weren1 5 1; n2 5 1; n3 5 1; n4 5 4;
n5 5 1; n6 5 2; nrec 5 4; ntot 5 8. On each transient, t
postdigitization phasefdig was adjusted to satisfy the equat

fdig 5 22f3 1 2f4 1 f6 2 f rec. [2]

This phase cycle selects signals passing through (62)-quantum
oherence at time point⑤ in Fig. 1. The initial phasesf1

0,
f2

0, . . . , f6
0 were all set to zero, except forf4

0, which was
ptimized experimentally to obtain maximum 2Q filtering
ciency (see below).

THEORY

Zero-Quantum Dynamics

The theoretical treatment of these experiments is simil
that for the on rotational resonance case, explored in Ref.19).

oth experiments may be treated using a fictitious spin
ormalism in the zero-quantum subspace.

The high field MAS Hamiltonian for an isolated spin pai
rotating solid may be written as (23)

H 5 H 0 1 H 23, [3]

where

H 0 5 v S
isoSz

14 1 vA~Sz
12 2 Sz

34! [4]

H 23 5 v D
isoSz

23 1 vBSx
23 [5]

nd the CSA interaction is ignored for simplicity.
The termsv iso and v iso represent the sum of the instan-
S D
he

at

to

/2

neous chemical shift frequencies, i.e.,vS
iso 5 v j

iso 1 v k
iso, vD

iso

5 v j
iso 2 v k

iso. The termsvA andvB are orientation-depende
and represent different components of the spin–spin cou
(see Ref. (19)).

Equations [4] and [5] employ single-transition opera
(41), using the basis setu1& 5 u11

2, 11
2&, u2& 5 u11

2, 21
2&, u3& 5

u21
2, 11

2&, u4& 5 u21
2, 21

2&. The relevant spin dynamics during
interval texc are governed by the homogeneous part of
Hamiltonian,H 23 (Eq. [5]), which represents the interaction
the spin system with a pseudo-field in the {u2&, u3&}-subspace
(zero-quantum space) (23). The pseudo-field has a longitudin
component,vD

iso, and a transverse component,vB. The longi-
tudinal componentvD

iso is both time- and orientation-indepe-
dent in the absence of CSA. The transverse componentvB is

rientation-dependent and also time-dependent due to the
le rotation. It is convenient to representvB as a Fourier serie

vB~t, V MR! 5 O
m522

12

v B
~m!~V MR!eimvrt, [6]

where the orientation-dependent Fourier components are
in Ref. (19).

The zero-quantum part of the spin density operator ma
escribed by a fictitious spin-1/2 vector, denoted byr23, pre-

cessing around the pseudo-field. The componentr z
23 corre-

sponds to longitudinal difference magnetization, while
transverse components,r x

23 andr y
23, correspond to zero-qua-

um coherences.
At rotational resonance (vD

iso 5 nv r), the frequency of th
nth Fourier component ofvB matches the frequencyvD

iso. The
magnitude and phase of the on-resonant Fourier compone
denotedBn andf n, with

v B
~n! 5 Bne

ifn. [7]

The real quantities,Bn andf n, are orientation-dependent a
are given in Ref. (19).

At rotational resonance,r23 describes a complicated spi
trajectory. A simplified picture is obtained by transforming i
a frame which rotates at the frequencyvr in the case ofn 5 1
otational resonance (31). If off-resonant terms are ignored, t
ero-quantum vectorr23 nutates around a time-independ

transverse field of magnitudeBn and phasef n (Fig. 3a).In the
ollowing equations, the use of the zero-quantum rota
rame is denoted by the symbol;. The zero-quantum dens
perators in the laboratory frame and zero-quantum rot

rame are related byr̃ZQ(t) 5 Rz
23(2v rt)rZQ(t) Rz

23(1v rt).
If the experiment is conducted off rotational resonance

zero-quantum dynamics may be described by a nutation
a tilted field, denotedveff in Fig. 3b. The tilt angleu and the
nutation frequencyveff depend on the sample rotation f-
quency and are given by
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241DOUBLE-QUANTUM EXCITATION OFF ROTATIONAL RESONANCE
u 5 tan21S Bn

uv D
iso 2 nv ru

D [8]

veff 5 $~v D
iso 2 nv r!

2 1 Bn
2% 1/ 2. [9]

In a powder, a distribution of phases, nutation frequencies
tilt angles is present.

Pulse-Assisted Excitation of Zero-Quantum Coherence

Figure 2 shows the intervaltexc on an expanded scale. T
otal interval is given bytexc 5 2t 1 tC, where tC is the
duration of the cycle C. IftC 5 1

2 tr, and the spinning frequen
is close to then 5 1 rotational resonance, then the cycle
rotates the fictitious spin-1/2 vector (31) through the angle2p
about thez-axis of the zero-quantum rotating frame, as
scribed in Ref. (19).

In Figs. 4a–4d, the desired spin dynamics duringtexc is
isualized for a single molecular orientation, neglecting
hemical shift anisotropy. The effective fieldveff (white arrow)

and the fictitious magnetization vector (black arrow)
shown. The effective field is in theyz plane.

The r̃23 vector is initially along theSz
23-axis, denoting lon-

gitudinal difference magnetization, (time point① in Fig. 1a)
The relevant part of the density matrix in the zero-quan
rotating frame may be written

r̃ ①
ZQ .

1

2
~Sjz 2 Skz! 5 Sz

23, [10]

neglecting inessential factors.
During the first periodt, r̃23 rotates about the pseudo-fi

veff through an angleb, given by

b 5 vefft. [11]

If relaxation is ignored, the relevant part of the density ma
at time point② is given by

FIG. 3. Effective fields in the rotating zero-quantum frame; (a) at e
rotational resonance and (b) off rotational resonance.
nd

-

e

e

x

r̃ ②
ZQ . sin b sin uSx

23 1 ~1 2 cosb!cosu sin u Sy
23

1 ~cos2u 1 cosb sin2u !Sz
23. [12]

In Fig. 4a, this evolution is shown for the case thatb 5 p.
The cycle C acts as a rotation of ther̃23 vector by2p abou

the z-axis of the zero-quantum rotating frame,Sz
23 (Fig. 4b).

The relevant part of the density matrix after the cycle C
therefore

r̃ ③
ZQ . 2sin b sin uSx

23 2 ~1 2 cosb!cosu sin u Sy
23

1 ~cos2u 1 cosb sin2u !Sz
23. [13]

After release from the cycle C (time point③ to time poin
④), the fictitious spin-1/2 again nutates through an angleb 5
vefft about the tilted field (Fig. 4c).

The zero-quantum components of the density operat
timepoint④ are

r̃ ④
ZQ 5 2 cosu sin~2u !sin b sin2Sb

2DSx
23

1
1

2 S4 cos~2u !sin4Sb

2D 2 sin2bDsin 2u Sy
23

1 S122 sin2~2u !sin4Sb

2DDSz
23. [14]

If the tilt of the effective field is adjusted such thatu 5 p/8 and
the nutation angles are adjusted to beb 5 p, then ther̃23 vector
ends up along they-axis as shown in Fig. 4d. This correspo
to a perfect conversion of longitudinal difference magne
tion into zero-quantum coherence. Note that ther̃23 vector
would return to thez-axis during the second intervalt, if the
cycle C were not applied.

In a powder, the distribution in the magnitude of the ef

FIG. 4. Spin dynamics in the rotating zero-quantum frame under the
sequence in Fig. 1a. Frames (a) to (d) denote excitation of zero-qu
coherence. Frames (e) to (h) denote reconversion of zero-quantum coh
into longitudinal difference magnetization. Black arrows denote the mag
zation; white arrows denote the field.
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242 KARLSSON ET AL.
tive field veff and the tilt anglesu makes it impossible t
achieve optimum zero-quantum excitation for all molec
orientations at the same time. Nevertheless, the rotatio
quence in Figs. 4a–4d may be set up for the most prob
value of the near-resonant dipolar component (2). In the cas
n 5 1, this is given byBn

most prob . bjk/(2=2), wherebjk 5
2(m 0/4p)g jg k\/r jk

3 is the dipole–dipole coupling consta
xpressed in rad s21 and r jk is the internuclear distance. Th

value ofBn occurs for molecular orientation anglesbMR 5 p/4
and 3p/4. Close to then 5 1 rotational resonance, th
orresponds to a choice of spinning frequency

v r . uv j
iso 2 v k

isou 6 U bjk

2Î2 tan~p/8!
U [15]

nd intervals

t . U2Î2 p

bjk
U sin~p/8! [16]

tC 5
1

2
tr. [17]

The spread of different field magnitudes and tilt angles
grades the double-quantum filtering efficiency in a pow
However, the distribution in thephaseof the pseudo-field
associated with the Euler anglegMR, is not harmful for the
zero-quantum excitation. The trajectories for molecular o
tations with different values of the Euler anglegMR may be
generated by rotating the pictures in Fig. 4 about thez-axis.

In another context, strong nonselectivep-pulses were use
to improve the exchange dynamics of longitudinal differe
magnetization in pairs of spins-1/2 off rotational resona
(42, 43). However, this method depends on the phase o
effective field and hence on the anglegMR. As a result, th
methods in Refs. (42, 43) are relatively inefficient in a powde

Excitation of Double-Quantum Coherence

The following fourp/2-pulses, time point④f⑥ in Fig. 1a
convert zero-quantum coherence into double-quantum c
ence and vice versa.

If chemical shift anisotropy and dipole–dipole couplings
neglected over the short intervald, the arguments given in Re
(19) may be repeated to write the effect of the two-p
sequence in the conventional rotating frame:

U2P . RjzSp

2DRjx~p! RkzS2
p

2D , [18]

assuming that the spectrometer reference frequency is set
mean of the two isotropic shift frequencies and that the d
r
e-
le

-
r.

-

e
e
e

er-

e

e

the
y

d is chosen to bed 5 p/vD
iso. The single-spin rotation operato

are given by

Rjm~b! 5 exp$2ibSjm%. [19]

Suppose that the zero-quantum part of the spin density o
tor, in the zero-quantum rotating frame, is given at time p
④ by

r̃ ZQ
④ . A

1

2
~eif ZQ

Sj
2Sk

1 1 e2if ZQ
Sj

1Sk
2!, [20]

hereA andfZQ are the amplitude and the phase of the exc
zero-quantum coherence. The corresponding expression f
zero-quantum density operator in the usual rotating fram

r ZQ
④ . A

1

2
~Sj

2Sk
1exp$i ~f ZQ 1 vrt④!%

1 Sj
1Sk

2exp$2i ~f ZQ 1 vrt④!%!. [21]

The two-pulse sequence leads to the following double-qua
spin density operator:

r ⑤
DQ 5 U2Pr④

ZQU 2P
21 [22]

. A
1

2
~eif DQ

Sj
1Sk

1 1 e2if DQ
Sj

2Sk
2!, [23]

here

f DQ 5 f ZQ 1 vrt④. [24]

This represents the conversion of zero-quantum into do
quantum coherence, with faithful transfer of the phase in
mation.

If the spectrometer reference frequency is set to the me
the two isotropic shift frequencies, and chemical shift an
ropy is neglected, then there is no precession of double-q
tum coherence during the intervalD.

Reconversion of Double-Quantum Coherence

The second two-pulse sequence is the same as the fir
transforms the excited double-quantum coherences bac
zero-quantum coherence. The zero-quantum part of the
density operator at time point⑥ is therefore

r ⑥
ZQ 5 A

1

2
~Sj

2Sk
1exp$i ~f ZQ 1 vrt④!%

1 Sj
1Sk

2exp$2i ~f ZQ 1 vrt④!%!. [25]
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243DOUBLE-QUANTUM EXCITATION OFF ROTATIONAL RESONANCE
Transforming back into the zero-quantum rotating frame
get

r̃ ⑥
ZQ 5 A

1

2
~Sj

2Sk
1exp$i ~f ZQ 1 vrt④ 2 v rt⑥!%

1 Sj
1Sk

2exp$2i ~f ZQ 1 vrt④ 2 v rt⑥!%!. [26]

The delayD is chosen such that the time points④ and⑥ are
eparated by an integer number of rotational periods. U
hese conditions, the termvr(t④ 2 t⑥) may be neglected an
the zero-quantum coherence is reconstructed at time po⑥
with complete preservation of phases.

A Zero-Quantum Echo

During the interval⑥ f ⑨, the zero-quantum coherence
reconverted into longitudinal difference magnetization. T
process is visualized for a single molecular orientation in
4ef Fig. 4h. In a powder, the simultaneous refocussin
many zero-quantum vectors at thez-axis represents an echo
longitudinal difference magnetization (30, 31).

Further Away from Rotational Resonance

Improved spectral resolution is obtained if the sample
tion frequency is set further away from the rotational reson
condition. In theory, this makes double-quantum excita
more difficult, since the tilt angleu of the effective fieldveff in
the zero-quantum frame becomes smaller (Fig. 2). To com
sate for this, one may insert more RF cycles C in the inte
texc. A pulse sequence with two cycles is shown in Fig.
Each intervaltexc is divided into three subintervals,t, separate
by two cycles, C, so thattexc 5 3t 1 2tC. Approximate optima
settings for this sequence, based on the trajectory of thr̃23

vector for the most probable component of the resonant dip
dipole coupling, are given by

v r . uv j
iso 2 v k

isou 6 U bjk

2Î2 tan~p/12!
U [27]

t . U2Î2 p

bjk
U sin~p/12! [28]

tC 5
1

2
tr. [29]

The geometric arguments in Fig. 4 may readily be extend
show that this sequence also leads to optimal double-qua
excitation for molecular orientations with the most proba
value of the recoupled dipolar interaction. The overall
ciency of the sequence with two C cycles in eachtexc interval
is lower than that with a single C cycle, because the m
complicated evolution leads to increased destructive inte
e

er

s
.
f

-
ce
n

n-
ls
.

e–

to
um
e
-

re
r-

ence in a powder. However, the increased offset from
tional resonance leads to enhanced resolution.

Nonidealities

The arguments stated above neglect chemical shift a
ropy, the distribution of molecular orientations, and the d
tions of the pulses (except for that of the C element)
practice, the intervalst and the phasef4

0 are adjusted empi-
cally in order to achieve optimal efficiency.

RESULTS

The spectra in Fig. 5 demonstrate double-quantum excit
in a sample of [13C2,

15N]-glycine. The spectra in Fig. 5a we
obtained at a sample rotation frequencyvr/2p 5 8.300 kHz in
a field of 4.7 T, which is 1.700 kHz above then 5 1 rotationa
resonance condition, which occurs at a spinning frequen
6.700 kHz. The upper spectrum is an ordinary CP/MAS s
trum, while the lower spectrum is a double-quantum filte
spectrum, acquired with the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a.
pulse sequence parameters weret 5 308 ms, D 5 90.6 ms,
tC 5 60.2 ms, andf4

0 5 8°.
A measure of the double-quantum filtering efficiency

obtained by comparing the peak integrals in the CP/M
spectrum with the peak integrals in the double-quantum filt
spectrum. The measured peak integrals reveal a double-
tum excitation efficiency of.41%.

To illustrate the dependence of the double-quantum ex
tion efficiency on the sample rotation frequency and the e
tation timetexc, a series of experiments was carried out u
the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a (which contains one cycle C
a similar sequence containing no C cycles. Figure 6 com

FIG. 5. Excitation of 13C2 double-quantum coherence above then 5 1
otational resonance condition in [13C2,

15N]-glycine. The upper spectrum in (
is an ordinary CP/MAS spectrum, while the lower spectrum is a do
quantum filtered spectrum acquired with the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a
spectra were acquired at a sample rotation frequencyvr/2p 5 8.300 kHz. The
upper spectrum in (b) is a CP/MAS spectrum, while the lower spectrum
acquired with the pulse sequence in Fig. 1b. Both spectra in (b) were ac
at a sample rotation frequencyvr/2p 5 9.250 kHz.
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the rotation-frequency dependence of the double-quantum
citation efficiency for the two pulse sequences.

Figure 6a shows the spinning frequency dependence o
double-quantum filtering efficiency for a sequence with
inserted C cycles, optimized at then 5 1 rotational resonanc

he pulse sequence parameters weret 5 350ms, D 5 0.5 ms,
and f4

0 5 0. The solid curve shows the experimental res
while the dashed curve shows the results of numerical s
lations using the SIMPSON program (44). The simulation

mployed a powder average of 8816 crystal orientations a
ntegral step size oftr/200. Other parameters were the sam
in the experimental setup. Pulse imperfections and relax
were ignored in the simulations. The spin Hamiltonian par
eters used for the simulations in Figs. 6 and 7 are as foll
bjk/ 2p 5 22.135 kHz, d j

iso 2 d k
iso 5 2133.2 ppm,d j

aniso 5
219.4 ppm,h j 5 0.98, {a j

PM, b j
PM, g j

PM} 5 {99.48, 146.08,
38.98}, d k

aniso 5 274.5 ppm,h k 5 0.88, {a k
PM, b k

PM, g k
PM} 5

{ 20.7°, 88.5°, 42.5°}, andJjk 5 53.1 Hz,where a deshieldin
onvention is used throughout for the chemical shifts, the
refers to the 2-13C site, and the labelk refers to the 1-13C site.

The z-axis of the molecular reference frameM is along the
C–C bond. These parameters were taken from “molecule

FIG. 6. The dependence of double-quantum filtering excitation in [13C2,
15N]-glycine on the sample rotation frequency. (a) Excitation at then 5 1
otational resonance condition using a pulse sequence similar to that in
ut containing no C cycles. Only the spinning frequency was varied
otational resonance condition is indicated by the dashed vertical lin
xcitation above then 5 1 rotational resonance condition using the p
equence in Fig. 1a varying only the spinning frequency. The pulse seq
arameters were optimized for the spinning frequencyvr/2p 5 8.300 kHz

indicated by the dashed vertical line.
x-

he
o

,
u-

an
s

on
-
s:

el

in

Ref. (45), except for the isotropic shift difference which w
increased in magnitude by 2.2 ppm.

We attribute this small discrepancy to the general diffic
of measuring isotropic chemical shifts in systems with st
dipole–dipole couplings, as well as a possible isotope effe
13C chemical shifts when substituting an14N nucleus by15N.
The crystal structures of the two samples may also d
Simulations using the parameters reported in Ref. (45) are in
lear discrepancy with our experimental results, while a s
djustment of the isotropic shift difference leads to agreem
Figure 6a shows a gratifying match between simulations

xperimental results. The highest double-quantum filterin
ciency is obtained, as expected, at the rotational reson
ondition vr/2p 5 6.700 kHz. Rather surprisingly, inten

double-quantum filtered signals, but with opposite sign,
also obtained atvr/2p 5 7.400 kHz, which is 0.700 kHz abo
rotational resonance.

Figure 6b shows that the insertion of one C cycle in
interval texc, as in the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a, lead
displacement of the optimal excitation to a position well
rotational resonance. The pulse sequence parameters wet 5

08ms,D 5 90.6ms,tC 5 60.2ms, andf4
0 5 8°. The RF field

during the sequences C corresponded to a nutation freq
of uvnut

S / 2pu 5 32.4 kHz. As may be seen, a good ma
between experiments and simulations is maintained for
pulse sequence. Optimal double-quantum excitation is

FIG. 7. The dependence of double-quantum filtering efficiency in [13C2,
15N]-glycine on the excitation interval,texc. (a) Excitation at then 5 1
rotational resonance condition using the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a bu
taining no C cycles. Onlytexc was varied. Solid lines represent experime

ata; dashed lines represent simulations. (b) Excitation above then 5 1
otational resonance condition using the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a and v
he delayst. The excitation intervalt equals 2t 1 t .
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tained at vr/2p 5 8.300 kHz, as expected. However,
rregular behavior of this pulse sequence with respect to
ing frequency indicates that it should not be relied o
rovide a clean frequency-selective excitation of double-q

um coherence.
Further simulations (not shown) predict only a minor dep

ence of the double-quantum excitation on the RF field
litude during the sequence C. The simulated double-qua
ltering efficiency has only a weak dependence on the RF
or nutation frequencies that differ from the optimum setting
6 kHz.
Figure 7 shows the dependence of the double-quantu

ciency of the same pair of experiments on the excita
ntervaltexc. Figure 7a shows the results for the pulse sequ
without C cycles at a sample rotation frequency of 6.600
which is very close to rotational resonance. Again, the
good agreement with the simulated curves, with the rema
differences being attributable to relaxation. The rapid osc
tions in the excitation profile have been observed before29).

Figure 7b shows the corresponding results for the sequ
n Fig. 1a, at a sample rotation frequency of 8.300 kHz
ather sharp maximum in the double-quantum filter efficie
s achieved attexc 5 460 ms (corresponding tot 5 200 ms).
Interestingly, strong excitation (with opposite sign) is a
obtained attexc 5 660 ms (corresponding tot 5 300 ms).

The spectra in Fig. 5b demonstrate double-quantum ex
tion further away from the rotational resonance condit
using two inserted cycles in both the excitation and the re
version periods as in Fig. 1b. The upper spectrum in Fig.
an ordinary CP/MAS spectrum acquired at a sample rot
frequencyvr/2p 5 9.250 kHz, which is 2.550 kHz above t

5 1 rotational resonance condition. The lower spectrum
cquired with the pulse sequence in Fig. 1b. The experim
arameters weret 5 199ms, D 5 67.0ms, tC 5 54.1ms, and

f4
0 5 4°. The peak integrals in this experiment indicat

double-quantum excitation efficiency of.32%. The rapid
pinning allows the13C–13C J-coupling to be partially resolve

in the double-quantum filtered spectrum.

EXPERIMENTAL

[ 13C2,
15N]-Glycine (98%13C, 96–99%15N) was purchase

from Cambridge Isotopes and used without further purifica
or dilution. Approximately 59 mg was packed in a Chem
netics zirconium oxide rotor with outer diameter 4 mm.
experiments were performed on a Chemagnetics CMX
spectrometer operating at a magnetic field of 4.7 T. A C
magnetics triple-resonance MAS probe with a 4-mm spi
module was used. The spinning frequency was stabilized t62
Hz. The cross-polarization interval was equal to 2 ms in
experiments. The13C2 RF-field intensity was ramped to i-
rease reproducibility (34). Typical nutation frequencies du

ng the two-pulse wereuvnut
S / 2pu 5 69.4 kHz on the13C spins

All spectra in Fig. 5 were acquired using 32 transients,
n-
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lected with a delay between transients of 3 s. Typical13C
F-fields during the C sequences corresponded to a nu

requency ofuvnut
S / 2pu 5 32 kHz. Typical amplitudes of1H

decoupler fields corresponded to nutation frequencie
uvnut

I / 2pu 5 90 kHz to 110 kHz. TPPM decoupler schem
were employed with pulse durations of between 4.3 and 6ms
and phase alternations of between 6 and 18°.

CONCLUSIONS

The dipolar recoupling technique presented in this ar
shares many of the features of the experiment discussed i
(42), which usesp pulses to achieve recoupling. Both meth
employ RF irradiation to compensate for the offset from
rotational resonance condition. However, the current ex
ment uses RF cycles instead ofp pulses, which leads to
reduced orientation dependence and hence better efficie
a powder.

The off rotational resonance recoupling method could
employed for the determination of internuclear distance
powdered solids and for the generation of double-qua
coherences which may be used in torsional angle estima
(12–18). The method allows one to achieve good ZQ-exc
ion for particular pairs of labeled spins, without suffering fr
he signal loss associated with rotational resonance split

Other possibilities exist for off rotational resonance exc
ion of double-quantum coherences. For example, the po
f the rotational resonances may be shifted by applying r

tive RF pulses (46) or by weak off-resonance RF fiel
26, 28). Such shifted rotational resonance might be comb

with the scheme discussed in Ref. (19) to give efficient double
quantum excitation as well as high sensitivity detection.

Several groups have described broadband double-qua
recoupling sequences which are suitable at high spinning
quency (8, 10). These methods place high demands on
probe performance but are the methods of choice when s
taneous recoupling of many spins is required or when
precise chemical shift frequencies are unknown. The me
described in this paper is selective for pairs of spins satis
the shifted rotational resonance condition and is relat
undemanding for the probe electronics or the pulse prog
ming device.

We recently used the technique described here to pe
NCCN torsional angle estimates in a labeled sample o
tripeptide Gly-Gly-Gly (47).
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